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1. Q-Please extend the bid deadline to November 16th.   
 
A-Amendment is posted on the City website.   
 

2.    Q-Minimum Qualifications (page 5) - Please delete the requirement to provide two (2) examples of 
 national advertising media.  This requirement could be quite subjective and lead to unfair ranking and 
 comparisons about the various marketing programs.  I have never seen such a request in my career and really 
 don’t know how we would demonstrate this qualification via an  RFP process.   
  
 A-Two examples are not required.  
   
3.    Q-Number 3 and Exhibit 4 reference several documents that address information that is included as part of our 
 annual corporate reporting.  May we provide our 10-K report instead of creating new documents 
 specifically for this proposal?  
 
 A-This was addressed in Addendum One posted on the City website.  
  
4.   Q-We obtained a Certificate of Good Standing for another Arizona bid earlier this year.  Will that document 
 suffice?  Or, is there a specific timeframe that is required for the date on this document?  Our current one is 
 dated April, 2017.    
 
 A-The City requires a contemporaneous Certificate of Good Standing in the State of Arizona. The Certificate of 
 Good Standing should be dated within thirty (30) days from the date the Respondent submits its RFP. 
 
5. Q-Response Guarantee:  May we provide Bid Bond on surety licensed in Arizona in lieu of a check?  

 
A-A cashier’s check is required.  
 

6. Q-Since we are providing an electronic copy, can we reduce the paper copies to just one (1) original and one (1) 
hard copy?   
 
A-Yes. 
  



7. Q-Also, may we provide a CD in lieu of USB drive?  
 
A-Yes.  
 

8. Q-As we discussed, pg. 26, items 3 and 4 – please limit to litigation/lawsuits regarding a rental car concession or 
lease agreement with an airport.   
 
A-Agreed.  
 

9. Q-With regard to Legal Status, pg. 26, item 5 – pleases restrict this to involuntary terminations within 5 years.  
Voluntary closings due to lack of business should not be relevant.  
 
A-No.  However, Respondents may provide additional relevant information for the City’s consideration as to 
reasons for termination under the existing language of the RFP that states: ‘provide additional pages as 
necessary. 

 
10. Q-Please revise Exhibit 7 for signature by our usual signatory – our Senior Vice President, Real Estate and 

Facilities is authorized to sign all airport agreements and bids.  Our CFO does not get directly involved.  
 
A-Agreed.  
 

11. Q-Can you please confirm that the final addendum will be issued at least 3 weeks before the bid  deadline?   I 
 think that you will have plenty of time with the new deadline date, but it is more important to move the 
 deadline again if the addendum is delayed.   
  
 A-The addendum will be released at least 3 weeks prior to the deadline therefore the deadline will not be 
 changed. 
  
12. Q-Can you please confirm that the proposals will be opened and the Bid MAGs read aloud during the public bid 
 opening on November 16th?  Will the RFP Opening remain at 2pm Arizona time?   We do understand that 
 the City will review the rest of the proposals before any awards will be made regarding  the successful 
 bidder(s).   
 
 A-The MAGS will be read but an award will not be made until the proposals are evaluated.  
 
13. Q-Can you please publish the sign in sheet from the Pre-Response meeting?  
 

A-The sign in sheet is posted on the City website.  
 

14. Q-Can you please provide the enplanement and deplanement statistics over the past 3 years?    
 A-Deplanement 

  Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
ANNUAL 
TOTALS 

2015 274 229 274 255 324 340 296 291 178 319 307 272 3359 
2016 223 226 265 189 248 278 283 279 252 291 420 545 3499 
2017 385 366 544 478 603 573 580 590 415       4534 

 
 
15. Q-What type of agreement does Great Lakes have related to their flight activity at the airport?   What is the 
 term of this agreement?   Is there an early termination (without cause) provision?   If so, how much notice is 
 required if Great Lakes wished to cease operations?  Is there a guaranteed number of flights/seats required per 
 week or per month?  If so, what is it?  What type of subsidies, if any, are paid to Great Lakes?   
 



 A-Great Lakes is operating under the Department of Transportation EAS Subsidy program.  Under this contract, 
 they must provide at minimum 12 weekly non-stop routes to Los Angeles, California utilizing the EMB-120, with 
 an annual subsidy of $2,798,419.00.  The contract is for 2 years, with no early termination provision.   
 
16. Q-The last paragraph of Section B. on page 6 indicates that 3 respondents will be considers for award.  Please 
 confirm how many in terminal counters are available and how many successful bidders will be granted a 
 concession agreement.   
 
 A-There is one counter and only one award will made at this time.  In the event expansion occurs we will 
 reconsider this option.  
 

a. The last line of the Introduction on page 4 and Section M. on page 15 refer to pricing and services for all 
City Departments.   Usually these types of clauses are not applicable for Rental Car Concessions RFPs, 
but during the Pre-Response Meeting, we learned that the City is looking for specific employee pricing 
as part of this agreement.   There is no information in the RFP and draft Concession Agreement about 
this new element.  Please provide additional information about the City’s requirements for Employee 
Rental Rates.   How do we include our response to this new requirement in our Proposal?  What is the 
expected number of rentals?    
We are simply requiring that employees renting vehicles for official City business get the same contract 
rate offered to external customers.  

b. How many days will the average rental last?  Varies.  
c. What types of vehicles would be requested?   Varies but we would prefer that a 15 passenger van is 
 available for use.  
d. How many days in advance will the employees make their reservations? Varies.  
e. Will one way drop offs in other cities and/or states be included?  Not likely. 
f. Will employees pick up a rental vehicle in other cities and/or states and drop off in Prescott?  Not likely.  
g. Will unlimited mileage be expected?  Yes. 
h. Will the city employees pick up the rental cars at the airport?  Yes.  
i. Who will be billed for the employee rentals?  Each department will need to be billed separately for their 
 rentals.  

 
17. Q-Page 3 requests two (2) years of financials, and multiple levels of data:  (1) audited corporate financial 
 statements prepared by CPA;  2) profit and loss statement and balance sheet prepared by CPA;  (3) the Annual 
 Report, and (4) a 5-year financial pro forma as stated in Section II and Exhibit 4 of the RFP.  Can you please clarify 
 that we can simply provide our annual corporate 10-K report, which contains our publicly reported financial 
 information for a three year period, rather than creating all these extra documents?   
 
 A-See answer in Amendment 1. 
 
18. Q-Exhibit 2 requests the date that Operations began for our airport references and also the date that Operations 
 ended.  We have operated at many airports for several decades and we expect to continue operations for the 
 foreseeable future.   What information is really being requested?   Are you simply looking for the most 
 commencement and expiration dates of the most recent concession agreement?    Similarly, for those airports 
 where the original operations began more than 20 years ago, should we simply list 20 plus years?   
  
 A-The goal of the question is to ensure proper operation and examples of long term, successful partnerships 
 with other Airport entities.  Please state the number of total years you have serviced the area of the Airport 
 references being provided.   
 
19. Q-Exhibit 6 also asks for business references.  Would you consider deleting exhibit 6?   Alternatively, may we use 
 the same references for both Exhibit 2 and Exhibit 6?   
  
 A-The same references may be utilized.  



 
20. Q-Number 6 on page 5 requires the respondent to be in Good Standing.   Who can confirm that Hertz is in Good 
 Standing with the City of Prescott?   
 
 A-Jessie Baker is the contact for the Hertz organization.  
 
21. Q-IOL is listed on page 7.  What does this term mean?   
 
 Independent Operator Locations. 
 
22. Q-Also on page 7, Paragraph E indicates that the City may change the terms and conditions during the RFP 
 process and AFTER the bids have been submitted.  Please clarify that all modifications will be made via addenda 
 PRIOR to the bid deadline.   The companies need assurance that we are all bidding on the same terms and 
 conditions and that we completely understand the requirements before we submit our proposals.   
 

The City will not change terms and conditions without approval and just cause.  
 

23. Q-Page 8 contains many acronyms which need to be defined.   What is meant by RCC, CAS, and Independent 
 Operator Premise at the RCC?     
 
 A-RCC-Rental Car Center, Location that houses rental car functions at the Airport.   
     CAS-Common Area Site, Common Areas.  
     IOP-Independent Operator Premise at RCC, the operator’s leased area within the RCC. 
 
24. Q-Is there a draft Customer Facility Charge Ordinance?  What is the purpose of these fees?   Will they be used to 
 fund the canopy/structure and other auto prep and cleaning area improvements?    
 
 A-The city does not have sufficient information to answer this question. 
  
25. Q-Paragraph I conflicts with the Concession Agreement and should be deleted.  There should not be any 
 additional charges for Operating Costs associated with the Airport.   
 
 A-The city does not have sufficient information to answer this question.  
 
26. Q-Please confirm expected commencement date for concession agreement term.    
 

             A-Per Section II-D, we expect the term to commence on or about January 1, 2018.  
 

27. Q-Section D.1(a): This is not clear. The sum should be $1,750 ANNUALLY and $145.84 MONTHLY.  
  
 This is correct.  

 
28. Q-Please confirm that City of Prescott employee rentals are considered to be a part of Gross Revenues, 
 regardless of whether the rental occurs at the airport or downtown.   Will these rentals also be subject to 
 Customer Facility Charges?  

 
A-Yes, these should count towards the revenue.   
 

29. Q-Please clarify the expected scope of the improvement plan identified under Section J.3. on page 40.   Where 
 can prospective bidders locate information about building codes, rules, and regulations?    Also, what type of 
 covered parking structure will be required?   Has there been an analysis of the wind loads that the structure and 
 shed must sustain?  Are there any aesthetic requirements?   In order for us to complete our financial projections 
 about the profitability of this location, we must better understand the anticipated costs associated with these 



 required improvements.  What are the typical costs associated with utility permits, building permits, 
 architectural drawings, materials, labor, and construction in the Prescott area?   How quickly will the successful 
 respondent(s) be repaid from Customer Facility Charge proceeds?   
  
 A-Building code information can be located at http://www.prescott-az.gov/services/building/permits.php or by 
 speaking to the building division at 928-777-1356.  The canopy for the parking structure can be as simple as an 8 
 leg, A frame design.   
  
 A wind load has not, and will not be completed.  The expectation is that any structure that is put up, be properly 
 maintained.  There are no aesthetic requirements, however all improvements must be approved by Airport 
 Management prior to installation.  Permanent structures are not required.   
 
30. Q-Please identify environmental and reporting requirements associated with the auto prep area.   
 
 A-Operator will be expected to follow all local, state, and federal environmental laws, policies, and   
     procedures. 
 
31. Q-Please add ‘such approval will not be unreasonably denied’ to the last sentence on page 43.   
  
 A-The language will remain the same. 
 
32. Q-Please add a MAG abatement provision to the Concession Agreement to provide for the elimination of the 
 MAG payment in the event that commercial airline service ceases at the airport.  The concessionaire would 
 only be  obligated to pay the 10% Concession Fee upon the elimination of routine airline service.   
 
 A-No.  
 
33. Q-Please add the ability for the Concessionaire to cancel the agreement upon 30 days notice in the event that 
 commercial service ceases at the airport.   
 
 A-No. The existing 60 day termination provision in Section IV (K) and (L) in the General Terms and Conditions 
 is sufficient. 
 
34. Q-Since the Employee Rental Rate requirements were not outlined in the original documents, please allow a 
 second round of questions to enable us to ask follow-up questions to the answers that you provide.  This second 
 round of questions could also allow us to ask any additional clarifications on the addenda and Q and A as well to 
 ensure that we completely understand the City’s responses.   
 
 A-There will not be an additional round of questions allowed.  
 

a. Alternatively, please separate the Employee Rentals into a subsequent RFP process so that we may focus 
 on the Concession requirements at this time.   

A-There will not be an additional RFP issued.  We are simply requiring that employees renting vehicles 
for official City business get the same contract rate offered to external customers.  

b. It is unusual to combine these two different elements into a single RFP process.   
 

http://www.prescott-az.gov/services/building/permits.php

